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Welcome
The range of GSK business activity is reflected in the range of
Apprenticeship opportunities we offer to talented individuals. We’re
delighted and proud of our apprentice cohort who bring fantastic
new ideas, approaches and a positive attitude into the business.
In return they get hands-on experience in their chosen field and the
opportunity to play a key role in contributing to the future success
of the company.
As part of a global organisation, our apprentices can collaborate
with colleagues locally and abroad, as well as participating in local
and national events to promote STEM careers and apprenticeships.

Malcolm Skingle

And we are always pushing the boundaries. This year we are offering
a new Degree Apprenticeship in Digital and Technology Solutions
within our Product Development and Supply function. We are
also planning a lab-based inclusive apprenticeship for people with
learning difficulties and are hoping to implement this year.

Director at GSK and
Chair of SIP Board

Introducing a new early talent programme requires a culture change
and we invested a lot of time educating our employees about the
benefits of introducing apprentices.
Our existing staff have also benefitted. The passion and enthusiasm
our apprentices show is infectious and we are often oversubscribed
with people wanting to mentor and pass on their skills.
GSK is also a founder member of the Life Science Trailblazer. We
have supported the development of Standards including Laboratory
Technician and Laboratory Scientist and there are several more in
development.
Using the standards means we can create apprenticeships which
address the key skills we need in GSK and to create an apprentice
pathway through to honours degree level.
We are also keen to spread the message about apprenticeships.
In to this end we are a founder member of the Science Industry
Partnership, the employer led forum for skills in science. This has
brought new science employers to apprenticeships, with 43% taking
them for the first time; a total of over 1,300 new STEM apprentices
entering a sector which has traditionally relied on a graduate intake,
over the last three years.
GSK is also working with schools to raise awareness of exciting
career opportunities in STEM, including through its membership
of the SIP Ambassador Programme, which has so far inspired over
32,000 young people.
Thank you to all our apprentices who are taking part in this case
study exercise – their experience, hard work and enthusiasm are an
inspiration to us all

www.scienceindustrypartnership.com
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Apprenticeships at GSK
GSK’s apprenticeship programme is a company-wide initiative, and started
back in 2011. We have grown from 10 apprentices at a Manufacturing Site
to over 230 across the business, with a further 85 who have recently joined
us in the UK and Ireland in September.
Our fantastic apprenticeship programme addresses the need to tackle
the changing dynamics of our business. Like many companies across the
sector, an ageing workforce means that in the short-to-mid-term, the
company will see experienced and skilled people leaving GSK.
Alongside our other Early Talent Programmes, apprentices are critical to
replenishing the talent pipeline. We have also focussed our efforts around
science education and highlighting STEM careers in the community, and
this is positively impacting our own apprentice scheme and indeed the
development of young STEM talent in the UK more widely.

Stephen Stewart
Global Talent Programme
Lead - Apprenticeships

Roles right across the business

We undertake workforce planning in the business which ensures all our
apprentices are working towards a permanent role. GSK offers a variety
of routes into the business ensuring that we access a diverse range of
talent. The scheme’s success here in the UK, means we are now expanding
Apprenticeships into Ireland and in Singapore, Australia, US and Canada.
After starting the scheme in Engineering, we now have apprentices from
Manufacturing and Labs to IT and Finance.
Our aim is to ensure all our successful apprentices are given permanent
roles with the business. The apprentice standards have allowed us to
focus on delivering both the technical learning as well as working with
apprentices on behavioural skills to make their transition to a permanent
role easier. We hold at least one large development event, such as Outward
Bound, each year for the apprentices and encourage and support them to
get involved with STEM attraction or projects in their local communities.
For example, our chemistry and biology laboratory apprentices have
responsibility for their own projects, on top of their routine monitoring
and lab duties and many of them have been involved in managing open
days for potential new apprentices and visiting local businesses to build
their knowledge of apprenticeships. This has helped with their wider
development.
Our on the job training allows apprentices to work with industry experts
in their respective fields. They will rotate in their area to learn different
job roles but we also encourage them to spend time in other areas of the
business to broaden their experiences and help them to understand the
impact of their roles.

Diversity

Since beginning our journey with apprenticeships, we have sought to
increase diversity across the scheme. We have been particularly successful
in encouraging more females to consider careers in STEM - last year 40%
of our STEM recruits which is more than double the national average.
Our final year apprentices were recently involved in a project with Scope,
looking at how they can support people with disabilities to apply for jobs.
By accessing a wider talent pool and developing our apprentices, we
will start to see more diverse candidates in our organisation reaching
management and leadership roles in the future.
Whether it is seeing some of our earlier joiners progress through the
business or one of our teams win the National Apprentice Challenge; the
impact of our apprentices continues to make us incredibly proud and the
scheme remains a fundamental part of GSK’s talent strategy.

www.scienceindustrypartnership.com
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Aoife Faichney

Maidenhead
Laboratory Analyst Apprenticeship
Higher Apprenticeship (Level 5)
Why did you decide to do an Apprenticeship?

University was a very expensive option. I felt doing an
apprenticeship opened up a lot more opportunities for myself. I
was able to get my foot in the door with a well- known company
and experience real life work settings.
I am able to instantly apply the skills I learn, which Is a learning
method suited to me. I prefer learning on the job and working in
more practical settings.

“Personally,
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Please tell us your experience of being an apprentice at
GSK?
Being an apprentice at GSK has given me many opportunities,
work-wise and socially. I have been able to work with many
different departments on my site and learn how each part of
the site has an important function in the manufacturing of our
products.

Being an apprentice has allowed me to take part in activities as well
as my job; such as being a part of the NxtGen team, taking part
in the Brathay challenge and attending development weeks with
other apprentices. I have enjoyed my experiences so far within GSK
and hope to continue after my apprenticeship finishes. I feel very
much part of my team at work.

Has the Apprenticeship helped you progress your career?
The apprenticeship has definitely allowed me to progress in my
career as my colleagues are very understanding that I am in a
learning process. During my apprenticeship I have been able to
make many contacts at other sites as well as my own site.

What do you feel were the advantages of doing
an Apprenticeship over other education/ training
programmes?

Personally, the advantages of doing an apprenticeship for me are
that I can instantly apply my skills, I get paid to go to university, I
am able to take part in a range of extracurricular activities as well as
just doing my job.
Also, I have experience working in industry a few years ahead of
university students. Being an apprentice is a great opportunity and
allows me to have the opportunity to make mistakes and learn
from them. My employers are very understanding and allow me to
go on my learning path.

www.scienceindustrypartnership.com
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Jennifer Nairn

Irvine, Scotland
Chemical Engineering Apprenticeship
HND (SVQ3)
Why did you decide to do an Apprenticeship?

During school I understood probably half of what was being taught
to me and just memorised the rest which was infuriating because
I always needed to know why and how. I need to know why that
happened or why it acted in that way and how it worked but you
could never see it working in real life and so I never understood.

“GSK has allowed
me to get involved
in all of the
different projects
on site helping me
to see how the
plant runs, how the
many roles work
with each other
and my role within
the plant.”

I knew that I couldn’t sit in a lecture hall for another 5 years without
getting my hands in and about the work. This is when I decided to
apply for the apprenticeship because I am now not only learning
the different parts of the course, but I am also then able to apply
that knowledge to real life on plant and am able to see the hows
and the whys of what I am being taught.

Please tell us about your experience of being an
Apprentice at GSK?

GSK has allowed me to get involved in all of the different projects
on site helping me to see how the plant runs, how the many roles
work with each other and my role within the plant. They have
helped me build on my employability skills through going to
personal development weeks, which have also helped me to build a
network of friends from all over the UK.
Getting the opportunity to be treated as an equal within the
workplace while still to be taught everything I need to know is an
amazing start to my career and I am really enjoying the experience.

Has the Apprenticeship helped you progress your career?
With this apprenticeship allowing me to carry out the practical side
of the things I am learning in college, it has allowed me to have a
better knowledge of the job which will in turn make me a better
candidate to progress my career. It has given me a head start to
University graduates as I am going into a permanent role with 3
years of practical experience of the job behind me.
I have a network of contacts and friends in the industry through
GSK and have even been given the opportunity to develop my
personal skills such as active listening and questioning techniques
that will benefit me in my career as much as the physical parts of
my job that I am learning.

What do you feel were the advantages of doing an
Apprenticeship over the other education/training
programmes?

The most beneficial part of the apprenticeship is the hands on
application of the theory I am learning, as it allows me to fully
understand why I am learning the different parts of my course and
how they fit into my role. There’s also the side benefit of getting
paid to learn and the massive advantage of having work experience
behind me in the job role that I want to pursue as a career. I
never felt as though University was the route for me and the
Apprenticeship as given me an alternative method of being in the
job role that I want to be in while through the route that I want.

www.scienceindustrypartnership.com
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GSK Crowned Apprentice Team of the Year
Nine apprentices from GSK Ulverston were named the
2017 apprentice team of the year, following a testing fivemonth Challenge that saw them compete against teams
from the country’s leading apprentice employers and
training providers.
The GSK apprentices battled off tough competition
from seven other National Finalist teams after proving
their logistical, team building and communications
skills. As part of the Challenge the team also delivered a
community project, which involved creating a series of
four short films about the dangers of asthma attacks. The
films were made in memory of a little boy, Joshua West
who had a fatal asthma attack. The team went on to show
the films in schools and sports clubs.
The Brathay Apprentice Challenge, the search for the
apprentice team of the year is supported by the National
Apprenticeship Service. In 2017, teams reached over
70,000 young people to raise awareness of the benefits
of apprenticeships and recruited over 500 new employers
interested in offering apprenticeships.

“What an amazing achievement. I am so very proud of the
full team. We have watched them be stretched and grow
throughout the Challenge.
“The highlight was seeing them develop from being all
about the Challenge and winning it to being about making
a major contribution to the community in raising awareness
of asthma and helping save lives. This is a great recognition
of the Joshua West legacy.”
Sue Husband, Director of the National Apprenticeship
Service, said:
“Congratulations to GSK on being crowned the 2017
apprentice team of the year and to all of the teams that
have taken part in this year’s Challenge. Together they have
shown the genuine difference an apprenticeship can make.
The new skills and the new experiences these apprentices
have gained in the Challenge will add to the opportunity
apprenticeships provide to earn while you learn, as well as
helping the employer grow and increase its productivity.”

GSK narrowly beat Nottingham City Homes into second
place and JCB who finished third. Teams from Derwent
Training Association, IBM, Redrow Homes, Severn Trent
Water and WSP also competed in the National Finals.
Team member and engineering apprentice, Joseph
Hambley said on winning the Challenge:
“I am happy for me, happy for my team and happy for my
employer. It is a great honour for all of us to have won the
title apprentice team of the year and have our hard work
recognized.”
Phil Wilson, Site Director at GSK Ulverston, congratulated
their apprentices and said:

“I am happy for me, happy for my team and
happy for my employer. It is a great honour for
all of us to have won the title apprentice team of
the year and have our hard work recognized.”
Joseph Hambley, Team Member and
Engineering Apprentice

“Our apprenticeship programme is aimed at developing the whole person, to build on existing talents and develop
new skills, cultivating apprentices who are self-confident, positive, great communicators who can work in a team
environment.
We are focussed on our apprentices wider development as well as their technical skills, to ensure that apprentices are
prepared for the future. Every new apprentice attends a 2-day induction to align them to our values and to understand
how best prepare for an Apprenticeship.
Each apprentice is also assigned a buddy and a mentor and they all participate in annual
development events for the whole cohort, to build their personal, interpersonal and business skills.
In their final year the development event involves working on a project with one of our charitable
partners. This experience brings the apprentice closer to the patient or customer, enhancing their
understanding of the GSK business.”
Rebecca Harvey. Head of Employee Experience

Sam Coulson National School Leaver Award winner
Sam Coulson, a Manufacturing Apprentice from GSK
Ulverston recently picked up an accolade at the 2017 national
School Leaver Awards held at London’s Waldorf Hilton Hotel.
Sam was amongst nine young people who won School Leaver
of the Year awards across the country.
The AllAboutSchoolLeavers.co.uk’s School Leaver Awards
2017 announced winners in 36 categories, including skills
development, career progression, training and company
culture. The School Leaver of the Year award winners were
shortlisted by an industry panel.
Sam said: “I’m absolutely over the moon about winning this
award. It’s not something I expected at all, and hopefully it will
spur me on to achieve more and more as my career develops.”
The awards also revealed the UK’s top employers for school
leavers following nationwide employee satisfaction surveys of
young people working in the school leaver training world. The

survey covered every aspect of their working lives, from job
satisfaction and career progression, to company culture and
work/life balance.
GSK itself was named amongst the top 40 employers in
the UK for school leavers, and was also accredited as a
top employer in the science and consumer goods award
category.
Terry Sandham, Apprentice Programme Manager at GSK
Ulverston, said: “It’s great news for the whole Apprenticeship
development team here that Sam has been placed amongst
a peer group of some of the most talented and highly rated
school leavers in the country.
“It’s testament to all the hard work Sam has put in during
his Apprenticeship, as is the case with all our apprentices, to
successfully bridge the gap between school and the world of
industry.”

“I’m absolutely over the moon about winning
this award. It’s not something I expected at
all, and hopefully it will spur me on to achieve
more and more as my career develops.”
Sam Coulson, Manufacturing Apprentice
from GSK Ulverston

Sam Coulson pictured with local school pupils on a hands-on visit to the plant.

GSK inspires young people to embrace STEM subjects and careers
GSK is a member of the Science Industry Partnership (SIP) and is supporting an exciting national programme to expand
a network of “SIP Ambassadors” who can deliver interactive science based careers sessions with young people and
challenge stereotypes around working in science. Its ultimate aim is to support the UK to remain at the centre of global
science.
The network already has over 330 Ambassadors, who between them have supported a total of 600 events since the
programme began and engaged with over 31,500 young people and their influencers
The work that Ambassadors do really showcases the breadth of opportunities within the science industries - which can
be misunderstood by both teachers and parents. Importantly, the Ambassadors themselves have the experience of
working in the industry and provide role models and proof of the range of career options available to young people with
an interest in STEM. Feedback from students shows that interacting with real life industry professionals and apprentices
is extremely valuable, opening the eyes to careers in areas such as R&D or manufacturing.

Jessica Briggs

Stevenage
Laboratory Apprenticeship
Higher Apprenticeship (Level 5)
Why did you decide to do an Apprenticeship?

I find that I learn best through practical learning and so an
apprenticeship seemed like a perfect opportunity to allow me to do
this – I wasn’t keen on the traditional university route as I wanted to
get into industry and start working but I still wanted to gain more
qualifications. I liked the idea of working alongside people that
were highly skilled in the industry and felt that being surrounded by
this knowledge would be invaluable. I was also put off by the high
university tuition fees and felt that it would be much more beneficial
to start earning rather than to build up debt.

“An apprenticeship
gives real world
application to all of
the learning on the
degree program and
so everything I learn
I am able to put into
context.”

Please tell us your experience of being an Apprentice at
GSK?

In the two years that I have spent here, I have really enjoyed my time.
I am always encouraged to go out and try new things and to push
myself to learn and develop more with my university, my work and
other skills outside of that. I have found that there is a great support
network, both as an apprentice and as a member of staff within
my department; there is no shortage of support. I find the balance
of university coursework and my day to day work is fairly easy to
maintain, as well as taking on extra responsibilities such as teams
within the apprentice network.

Has the Apprenticeship helped you progress your career?
The apprenticeship is definitely helping me to progress my career.
I have gained two years of invaluable experience whilst working in
different areas and beginning to work out what I might like to do in
the future. I think that the skills I am developing such as presenting
and time organisation will be incredibly useful in my future career
and I do not think that I would have had the same opportunity to
develop these had I not taken an apprenticeship.

What do you feel were the advantages of doing
an Apprenticeship over other education/ training
programmes?

An apprenticeship gives real world application to all of the learning
on the degree program and so everything I learn I am able to put
into context. As well as this, I am developing skills and gaining
experience in the specific industry that I might later be applying for
jobs in which is not so easy at university. An apprenticeship also has
the bonus of earning whilst you are learning and so you do not build
up the same student debts.

www.scienceindustrypartnership.com
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Chloe Elizabeth Greig

Irvine
Manufacturing Apprenticeship
HNC Manufacturing (SVQ 3)
Why did you decide to do an Apprenticeship?

When I was at school it was drilled into me by teachers that the only
opportunity after leaving school was University. I always liked to go
against the grain, so I looked into other avenues. After searching through
prospectuses and online adverts I applied to go to college for a year, to
undertake an Engineering course covering everything from engineering
architectural drawing to welding. On completing my course with a top in the
year award, I then applied to GSK in the hope of furthering a career in the
pharmaceutical industry.

“Learning about
the behind the
scenes work of a
pharmaceutical plant
has been really eyeopening; and truly
priceless development
in my career.”

As I came from an engineering background, I am able to use the skills
I learned to further develop my knowledge into the machines and site
processes throughout my apprenticeship. I very much prefer learning on the
job, and actually doing a task. Reading a book on what it’s like in the industry
is nothing in comparison to fully immersing yourself into the business.

Please tell us your experience of being an Apprentice at GSK?

Throughout my short two years at GSK I have been given countless
opportunities to develop within the business. As I’m not really office based, I
have developed not only my process operations skills but also my social and
soft skills. Communication is key between the site here at Irvine, as we are a
24/7, 365 day production site. Safety, compliance and production are our top
priorities.
Being an apprentice I am also able to take part in extra-curricular activities.
These include charity work, being appointed as the Chair in the NxtGen
Team, attending development weeks with fellow apprentices globally and
taking part in local opportunities with my colleagues to give back to the
community through Orange Days.

Has the Apprenticeship helped you progress your career?

By having the amazing opportunity to be a manufacturing apprentice
here at Irvine – I have definitely progressed within my career. Working in
different departments throughout the site I have a good understanding of
how the process works; and I have also been able to learn things I wouldn’t
have had the opportunity to without GSK. Issues that I come across help
with my problem solving and on-the-job development. Learning about the
behind the scenes work of a pharmaceutical plant has been really eyeopening; and truly priceless development in my career. By being the Chair
of the NxtGen team I have been able to improve on my communication and
time management; by being in charge of a small team throughout the UK,
meeting deadlines and dealing with issues that were unexpected.

What do you feel were the advantages of doing an
Apprenticeship over other education/ training programmes?

The advantages of doing an apprenticeship are that you are able to
experience your chosen career path first hand. Reading book after book and
constantly being restrained to the four walls of a lecture hall definitely wasn’t
for me. By being in an open plant and learning with my hands and head
rather than not getting to grips with the plant mechanisms, I have been able
to vastly improve my on the job skills and knowledge of machinery and the
theory behind a chemical plant. By learning at college part-time, I have also
been able to gain qualifications throughout my time with GSK. I’m being
paid to learn and develop myself. There truly isn’t any better encouragement
to learn and grow, than to be mentally and physically pushed by the people
who train you, and at GSK Irvine that’s exactly what we do.

www.scienceindustrypartnership.com
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Charlotte Hughes

Stevenage
Laboratory (Biology) Apprenticeship
Higher Apprenticeship (Level 5)
Why did you decide to do an Apprenticeship?

I decided to choose the apprenticeship as university is becoming more
expensive every year and it is very difficult to gain the experience
that employers require straight from university so I looked for other
alternatives. An apprenticeship really suited me as I can gain my
qualification without having to worry about the debt and gain
experience from the industry’s leading experts.

Please tell us your experience of being an Apprentice at
GSK?

“I have had the
opportunity to use
scientific equipment
which would never
be available at
university, the
experience I have
gained is invaluable.”

I work in Biopharm Process Research which focusses on the
development of therapeutic antibodies, I currently work in the
immunoassay and residual impurities group. My work includes
looking at the strength and specificity of the drug molecules binding
to its target and monitoring the levels of process related impurities;
regulators determine acceptable limits for these in the final product.
I have had the opportunity to use scientific equipment which would
never be available at university, the experience I have gained is
invaluable. The people that I work with are so helpful and will always
make time for any questions I have.
There are many networking and shadowing opportunities where we
are able to have visibility into different business areas so I am able to
have more of an idea about the area I would like to work in at the end
of my apprenticeship. There is a real development focus in the business
allowing me to gain experience in areas outside of my day job. I have
built my confidence through presentations within my department and
being able to get involved in STEM and careers events speaking to a
wide range of audiences.
The highlight of my apprenticeship so far would be taking part in
the Brathay Apprentice Challenge and arranging a meeting with our
CEO Emma Walmsley, which was an amazing chance to ask about
development and the future of early talent programmes.

Has the Apprenticeship helped you progress your career?

Yes, I believe that the apprenticeship has allowed me to work in an
environment of innovation and enabled me to improve on my soft skills
as well as my technical skills. The apprenticeship has allowed me to
build a network within and outside of GSK.

What do you feel were the advantages of doing
an Apprenticeship over other education/ training
programmes?

I feel that the advantages of the apprenticeship are the flexibility when
working and the ability to manage my own time when it come to my
university study. I have been able to experience many scientific areas
learning many techniques which will leave more options open at the
end of my apprenticeship.
Over university, I feel that the scheme gives you a foot in the door in
such a prestigious company with many networking and development
opportunities that has allowed me to grow in confidence over the past
2 years.

www.scienceindustrypartnership.com
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Jack Elliot

Irvine
Environment, Health and Safety Adviser
Apprentice Modern Apprenticeship (Level 4)
Why did you decide to do an Apprenticeship?

I prefer a more practical approach in learning that university doesn’t always
provide – I was able to learn new skills through theoretical learning and then
apply them in the workplace, where you are able to see the results of your
hard work first hand. An apprenticeship also allows you to push yourself
into different situations that you wouldn’t be able to in a purely theoretical
environment, while still being surrounded with trained professionals for
guidance and coaching.

Please tell us your experience of being an Apprentice at GSK?

“I prefer a more
practical approach
in learning that
university doesn’t
always provide – I
was able to learn
new skills through
theoretical learning
and then apply them
in the workplace.”

Being an apprentice with GSK has allowed me to work with a wide body
of skilled people who have all been able to give me a new or different
perspective on their jobs and how EHS affects where they work and how
they work.

As well as this I have also been able to join the NxtGen team as the Scottish
Regional Lead – this team of apprentices helps to implement changes
to the apprenticeship scheme based on feedback from everyone on the
programme, as well as organising different social events to allow apprentices
from each site to meet each other.
I have also been given the opportunity to go on Outward Bound/
Development Weeks with other apprentices in my year from all over the
world – an experience that I will never forget!
In addition to the apprenticeship aspect of the job it has also been an
exciting and interesting experience working on an industrial manufacturing
site which is completely different to environments we are exposed to during
our school careers.

Has the Apprenticeship helped you progress your career?

My apprenticeship has allowed me to develop my existing skill set through
pushing me to take part in different social events and team tasks/challenges,
as well as teaching me new skills relevant to my job role. Working in a
department of industry professionals has been incredibly beneficial as I have
been able to gain knowledge from their experiences from within EHS, as well
as with other departments.
I have also been given the experience to visit other sites around the country
to see how the systems that they have in place could be transferred to Irvine.
I have also been given various projects or tasks to lead which helps to build
on my project management skills as well as communication, time keeping
and negotiation.

What do you feel were the advantages of doing an
Apprenticeship over other education/ training programmes?

Personally, I enjoy being able to apply the skills I have learnt in a practical
and real environment where I am able to see the results of my hard work
first hand. As well as the practical experience I am receiving, I am also being
given the opportunity to gain formal qualifications such as a Level 3 and
Level 4 Scottish Vocational Qualification (SVQ) as well as the IEMA Certificate
(Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment), NEBOSH
Certificate (National Education Board for Occupational Safety and Health)
and the NEBOSH Diploma which is equivalent to a Bachelors Degree with
Honours.

www.scienceindustrypartnership.com
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For further information regarding the SIP please contact
01925 515220
kate.hutchins@cogentskills.com
www.scienceindustrypartnership.com
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